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ABSTRACT
A face detection method using edge detection and thresholding is introduced in this paper. Edge
detection uses particular mathematical method to identify parts in a digital image. It can be identified by
brightness changes sharply. Edge detection is a basic tool in digital image processing. There are different
methods under edge detection, they can be grouped into two based on their function. The two different groups
are search based and zero crossing based. This division mainly depends on filters used. Once after finding the
strengths of all the edges using edge detection then use thresholding technique so that edges can be found more
or less depending on threshold intensity.
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INTRODUCTION
Face discovery is a standout amongst the most conspicuous calculations in biometrics, and an extensive
number of handy frameworks rely on upon face division calculations. Face and skin discovery applications are
bunch including human PC collaboration , face acknowledgment, face following, outward appearance
acknowledgment, weariness recognition, walker and abdominal area discovery [1,2], visual observation, signal
acknowledgment [3],mechanical technology, video and picture indexing. With the development of image
processing and pattern recognition, the demands for brainy processes have been growing. As a hotspot in the
field of pattern recognition, face recognition has been widely used in applications, such as verification,
attendance system and electronic passport. Besides, it has also been applied in a new naked-eye autoStereoscopic display which requires accurate human face and Eye locations [4]. Therefore, the correctness of
face detection and position is particularly important. The main important task of face detection is to find
whether there is a particular face is in a given image or image sequence, so that of face location is to calculate
the details of face including the position, size, quantity and spatial distribution. Any way it is becoming a
challenging one to detect a face in image with critical background because of the varying features in faces such
as scales, locations, alignments, and postures, as well as different facial expression sand light conditions.
Existing Systems
Feature Binding Concept:
Biological vision -Feature Binding
In biological perception theory, “characteristic” means an complex feature of an objects color,
orientation, form, and motion, and “binding” is the dynamic linkage of a coherent and unified whole [5].Multiple
features leading to the perception of a given object as new findings have recommended that a primate brain
codes perceived events in a distributed fashion, which are integrated into object files – irregular bindings of
object-related information. Hommel put forward that the brain addresses these problems by creating multilayered network soft bindings- “event files”. These bindings produce systematic but often unexpected and
counter-intuitive connections between perception and action planning [6] as well as their impairments.
Researchers in neuron physiology field have discovered that vision cell soft visual path way at all levels generally
have accessible field property [7]. According to the property of reception field, cells on the visual cortex can be
divided into simple cells, complex cells and hyper complex cells. Easy cells, which are also called as direction
selectivity cells, are
Suitable forth edge detection of contrasts straight edge. Complex cells have larger receptive field than
simple cells. Except, they have certain directions and shift in variance properties which are good for invariant
features detection. There are some needs for the length of the strip stimulation of hyper-complex cells, so that
the optimal stimulus which can cause a strong reaction is the end point or the inflection point with a certain
directivity. Hubel and Wiesel kept frontward the famed accessible Field Level hypothesis through their search
on visual cortex cells, which undertakes that the accessible field of senior neuron is converged orderly by many
lower neurons.
Even a face can be detected using pattern recognition under this feature binding. From the perspective
of information theory, the image can be separated into repeated area and mutational area corresponding to its
composition. People are often more delicate to the mutational area than the repeated area in the course of the
observation of the target. The reason is that human pictorial system could prevent the specific response which
appears frequently and keep sensitive to unusual mutational structures. In addition to that, these repeated and
mutational features correspond to the background and entity of the image correspondingly.
In face detection, the features in the fired regions of a human face only play a associate role and
indicates a common trend, while the features in the mutational regions, such as eyes, nose and mouth, can send
facial data better and play a very important role. Therefore, the mutational area has more presentation values
in useful areas and repeated just for the sake of fast-tracking detection and obtaining mutation.
Regarding to the concepts declared above, a notion of structure combining in the field of pattern
recognition is proposed. It is a method based on the feature sub space. The principle of FB, The detected image
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is Calculated and mapped to feature sub spaces according to certain rules, and quantified features
corresponding to each sub space can be obtained. Some of the features are mapped from the entire or most
part of the detected image, and the others are plotted from a local area or even an specific unit. The most
representative and important are as of the photo are called “hot region”, and each structure entirely contained
in single hot region is called a “hotspot”. For each main area, the entire hotspots in it are selected out and
combined into a set, which is called as “feature set” [9]. Particularly for face detection, human eyes are the most
important area so face, as a result, both the left eye and right eye are selected as two main areas and both
extents of all structures of them are combined for two structure units one after the other. Similarly, nose and
mouth could be identified as main areas and structures of these regions could be bound respectively.
Proposed Method
Here in this paper we are detecting a face using edge detection and thresholding.
Thresholding:
After converting the input coloured image into gray scale image, to create binary image from that we
use this thresholding technique.
Categorizing thresholding methods:
To make thresholding as automated process, it is necessary for the computer to select the thresholding.
Thresholding can be categorized into 6 groups based on data of the algorithm:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Histogram shape
Clustering based
Entropy based
Object attribute based
Spatial method

Histogram shape
Histogram shape based methods, for example, the points, valleys and curvatures of the levelled histogram
are analysed.
Clustering
The method where the grey-level images are gathered in two parts as background and foreground, or
interchangeably are modeled as a mixture of two Gaussians.
Entropy
This method result in procedures that use the entropy of the foreground and background regions, the crossentropy between the unusual and binarized image.
Object Attribute
This method examine a degree of correspondence between the gray-level and the binarized images, such
as fuzzy shape similarity.
Spatial
This method uses higher-order probability distribution and correlation between pixels
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How it can be done:
Each pixel is replaced by checking the intensity of image, if it is less than a constant value then that
particular pixel is replaced by a black pixel otherwise with a white pixel .This method is called local method in
thresholding methods.
Structure:
Thresholdi
ng Process

Input
Image

Binarise
d Image

Fig.1: Process Diagram
Graph determining thresholding:

Fig.2: Graph
Edge detection:
Edge detection is otherwise named as a fixed of mathematical techniques which aim at figuring out
elements in a digital image picture where the picture brightness modifications sharply or, extra officially, has
lack of continuities. The factors at which photograph brightness changes sharply are normally prepared into a
set of curved line segments termed edges. The similar problem of pointing lack of continuities in 1D indicators
is called step detection and the hassle of finding signal discontinuities over the years is called trade identification.
Area identification is an important tool in digital image processing, system observation and pc imaginative and
prescient, particularly in the regions of characteristic identification and function withdraw. There are many
approaches in this edge detection like canny detection which is implemented in this paper.
Canny detection:
John Canny taken into consideration the mathematical trouble of deriving an gold standard smoothing
clear out given the importance of identification, localization and reducing more than one result to a unmarried
area. He implemented that the choicest clear out given those expectations is a sum of 4 exponential phrases. He
also confirmed that this clear out can be well determined by means of first-order derivatives of Gaussians. Canny
additionally added the belief of non-most prevention, which means that given the pre smoothing noise
removals, part factors are defined as factors where the gradient value assumes a local most within the gradient
direction. Finding out the zero crossing of the second derivative along the gradient direction became first
proposed. It took much less than two many years to find a modern mathematical variation meaning for that
operator that hyperlinks it to the area detector. That remark turned into presented through Ron Kimmel and
Alfred Bruckstein. Despite the fact that his paintings became carried out in the starting days of laptop
observation, the canny side identification is still a new edge detector. Unless the preconditions are in particular
format, it is tough to find an aspect detector that performs significantly higher than the canny edge detector.
The Canny Deriche identification become derived from same mathematical standards because the
Canny facet detector, despite the fact that starting from a discrete standpoint after which leading to a fixed of
recursive filters for image filtering rather than exponential filters or Gaussian noise removals.
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The differential facet detector defined underneath can be seen as a reformulation of Canny's approach from the
perspective of differential relays in computing from a gray scale space representation leading to some of
blessings in phrases of each theoretical analysis and sub-pixel implementation. In that issue, Log Gabor clear out
have been proven to be a terrific preference to extract limitations in natural scenes.
Finally digital image can be provided by edge detection so that features can be easily identified without
any problem as it brightens the input image.
Structured implementation:

Fig.3: Overall Structure
RESULTS
Results are provided as screenshots taken using matlab codes using different algorithms. Using that
different algorithms eye and face is detected to the
input image.

Fig.4: Eye Detection
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Fig.5: Face Detection

Fig.6: Separating eye Part

CONCLUSION
There by we conclude that any part of the face can be detected, so that the face of a person using edge
detection and thresholding by mat lab algorithms can be easily recognized without any impersonation.
Mainly, it can be used to avoid impersonisation in any field so that the people can be easily identified.
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